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FINITE GROUPS ACTING ON SPHERES
JOHN DAVID MILLER

Abstract.
This paper classifies smooth actions of a finite
group G acting on a sphere of sufficiently high dimension with
precisely two fixed points (and the action free elsewhere) by
relating the group action to an element of the group's Whitehead
group. Essentially, if that element is zero, the action corresponds
to a free action on a sphere of dimension one less. If not, what we
call the "double" of the action is. An example is constructed to show
that the various cases can occur.

1. Introduction.
Let Sn he a smooth sphere of dimension n, n>5.
Let G be a finite group acting smoothly on Sn with precisely two fixed
points and the action free elsewhere. For certain groups, our aim is to
classify all such actions by relating them to the torsion invariant of
Whitehead for A-cobordisms in the following manner: First, remove an
invariant cellular neighborhood of each fixed point and consider the
orbit space defined by the action of G. The orbit space is seen to be an
A-cobordism, and if this A-cobordism is a product, the action of G on Sn
is equivariantly equivalent to a suspension of a free action on a sphere of
dimension n—l. This is our theorem. If it is not, then what we call the
"double" of G is. This is our proposition. We also construct an example
to show that these cases occur.
2. Preliminaries.
In this section we collect some elementary facts and
definitions for future reference.
Let G he a finite group with the discrete topology. A differentiable
action of G on a smooth manifold is a mapping v:GxM—"M such that
(i) v(e, x)=x for e the identity;
(") Vigi, V(g2, *)) = »Kgig2,x);
(iii) v is a differentiable map.
v(g, x) will be written as g-x. A set S is invariant under the action of G

if g-seS for each geG and seS.
For a fixed xeM, the isotropy subgroup of x, denoted by Gx, is that
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subgroup of G defined by Gx={g:g-x=x}.

If Gx={e} then G is said to

act freely at x. A point xeM is called a fixed point under the action of
G if GX=G.
Next we define an equivalence relation ~ on M by x~y if there exists
ageG such thaty=g-x. The equivalence class of x is called the orbit of x
and the space defined by the equivalence relation the orbit space. The

orbit space will be denoted by M/G.
Let G' be another finite group and let G' act differentiably on a manifold
M'. Suppose aiG—>-G'is a homomorphism. A A-equivariant map/: M^-M'
is a continuous map such that f(g-x)=X(g)f(x).
It is clear that/induces
a
continuous mapping/:M\G-^-M'\G'
so that the following diagram
/

M —> M'
m\
__ Im

M/G —> M'jG'
is commutative, (m and m are the natural mappings.) If X is an isomorphism and / is a diffeomorphism, then the actions are equivariantly
equivalent and/is called a /l-equivariant equivalence.
Now suppose M and M' are simply connected and G acts freely on M
and M'. Suppose further there exists a diffeomorphism f:M\G^-M'\G.
Then if G is finite there exists an automorphism X:G—>Gand a /l-equivariant equivalence / between M and M'. This follows from the fiber map
theorem (see e.g., p. 90 of [2]) and since an injective homomorphism
between the same finite group is an automorphism.
Finally, let G operate orthogonally on an «-sphere S. We define an
action of G on Sxl, where 7 is the unit interval, by g-(x, t) = (g-x, t).
Since S is the boundary of an («+l)-disk we can attach («+l)-disks
D0
and T>,to S x I along SxO and S X 1 by the appropriate inclusion mappings
and then give the union, Sx/UT^UDi,
a compatible smoothness structure. Clearly, this union is an (n + l)-sphere Sn+1. Moreover, since G
operates orthogonally on S, we can extend the action of G to the attached
disks by requiring G to act orthogonally on them. This action of G on
Sn+1 is called the suspension of G. If G acts orthogonally on another nsphere S' and if $>:S'->S is an equivariant diffeomorphism, then it is
clear that O can be extended to an equivariant diffeomorphism between
the suspended actions of G and the resulting (n+l)-spheres. In §3 it will
be convenient to consider the following suspension of G. Let G act
orthogonally on «-spheres 5 and S' and suppose <D: S-*S' is an equivariant
diffeomorphism. Define an action of G on Sxl0 and S'xlx, where 70=
[0, £] and Ix=[i, 1], as above. We may use O to glue Sxl0 to 5'x7t
along Sx% and 5"x| and give the union S'x/uuS"xJr1 a compatible
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smoothness

structure.

F.SxI-^SxIo^JS'xl!

We

define

an

equivariant

291
diffeomorphism

by the rule:
F(x,t) = (x,t)

ifO<f<i,

= ($>(*),0 if*<r<l.
Clearly F can be extended to an equivariant diffeomorphism between the
indicated actions of G and the resulting («+l)-spheres.
3. Theorem.

Let G act onSn,n>5,as

in the manner of the introduction,

and let the Whitehead group Wh(G) be such that
(i) every element of Wh(G) is self-conjugate,
(ii) Wh(G) does not have elements of order 2.
Then the action of G on Sn is equivariantly equivalent to a suspension of a
free action on a sphere of dimension n—l. In effect, all such actions on
spheres of sufficiently high dimensions are classified in view of Zassenhaus 's

work in [6].
Proof.
A theorem due to Bochner asserts that there is an invariant
cellular neighborhood of a fixed point upon which the action of G reduces
to a linear action (see e.g., p. 206 of [5]); thus, by the usual averaging
process, we may assume that the given action of G induces an orthogonal
action on some invariant cellular neighborhood of a fixed point.
Now remove the interiors of such neighborhoods of the two fixed
points and there results a manifold W with boundary the disjoint union
SiVJS2 of two spheres. Evidently IF is diffeomorphic to SiXl.
Next, since the given action of G on Sn induces an orthogonal action
on S\, we define an action of G on S, xi by the rule:
g ■(x, t) = (g- x, t).

Observe that G acts freely on IF without switching its boundary components as it does on SiXl. Hence the triples (W¡G; S±¡G, S2¡G) and
(SijGxI; Si/G, 5,/G) are manifold triads, and they are also A-cobordisms
since the appropriate inclusion mappings clearly induce isomorphisms of
homotopy groups.
We now show that under the conditions of the hypothesis W\G is
diffeomorphic to Sx\GxI. If n is odd, then the dimension of Si is even.
But G acts freely on Si and so, according to Proposition 18.3 on p. 291 of
[2], G must be a cyclic group of order 2. In this case, Wh(G)=0 and it

follows that W\G is diffeomorphic to Sx\GxI. If« is even, the Whitehead
torsion t(W\G, Sx\G) satisfies 2t(W\G, 5'1/G)=0 by the duality theorem
of [4] and the hypothesis on the self-conjugacy of the elements of Wh(G).
The hypothesis that Wh(G) does not have the elements of order 2 implies
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that t(W¡G, Sx/G)=0. This in turn implies that W\G is diffeomorphic to
Sx\GxI. Hence, in either case, from §2, there are a diffeomorphism
H: W~*Sx xland an automorphism /: G->-G such that H(g-x) = X(g)-H(x).
Moreover, since H\Si : Sx-^-Sxx 0 can be assumed to be the identity that
forces X to be the identity automorphism.
Finally, we replace the cellular neighborhoods of the fixed points, and
we attach two «-disks 7>xand 7>2to Sx xl along its boundary and extend
the action of G on the resulting «-sphere as before. That 77 can be extended
to an equivariant diffeomorphism at the "end" containing S^xO follows
from the fact that 77)Si is the identity; that it can be extended from the
other end follows from the Atiyah-Bott Theorem (see p. 409 of [4]),
which implies that the induced orthogonal action on T>, is equivalent to
its induced action on 7>2,and so the equivalence between the suspensions
of G constructed at the end of §2 may be used. Hence the theorem follows.
Remark 1. If G is a finite abelian group, then it is known that con-

dition (ii) placed on Wh(G) holds. (See Lemma 6.7 of [4].)
Remark 2. If G is any finite group acting on Sn in the manner of the
introduction with an element of order 2, then it has precisely one since G
must act freely on the boundary of an invariant cellular neighborhood
of a fixed point. (See e.g. the remark on p. 624 of [3].)
Remark 3. If G is a finite abelian group, then according to Theorem
10.8 of [1] if G does not have elements of order 2 neither does Wh(G).
Remark 4. The hypothesis that G has precisely two fixed points and
acts freely elsewhere may be dropped to read: "G has finitely many fixed
points and acts freely elsewhere", for it is well known that a periodic
transformation of prime period on a homology «-sphere has as fixed
point set a homology /--sphere.
We close out this section by showing the necessity of Wh(G) lacking
elements of order 2.
Let G be abelian and let it act orthogonally and fixed point free on
S"-1. Consider the manifold M=Sn-1/G. By Stalling's Theorem [4], for

any TeWh(G), there is an «-cobordism W with t=t(JF, M). Let W be
the covering manifold of W, which is an «-cobordism with («—l)-spheres
as boundary. Now G acts freely on W carrying components of the
boundary into the same components. Since W is diffeomorphic to
S"~1xl and the action of G is orthogonal on S"-1, we can "cap" the
boundary by «-disks, thus obtaining an «-sphere S", and extend the action
of G onto Sn. Clearly this action of G on S" is of the sort considered in §1,
but it is not equivalent to a suspended action if r is an element of order 2.
4. Proposition. There is still the nagging desire to treat the case when
riW/G, S-l/G) is an element of order 2. Naturally in this case the action
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of G on Sn cannot be equivariantly equivalent to a suspension of a free
action on Si. We note, however, that n in this case must be even, since
for «odd G must be Z2 which implies Wh(G)=0. Thus the situation is this:
IF is an even dimensional manifold whose boundary components are two
spheres Si and S2 and the action of G on IF carries Si into Si. Moreover,
the elements of Wh(G) are self-conjugate.

Now let 2W denote the "double" of IF, which is formed by pasting
together two copies of W along one boundary component. The action of
G on IF induces a natural action on 2 IF which we shall call the "double"
of G. This action is not, as we shall see, equivariantly equivalent to the
given action of G on IF. 2W, of course, is diffeomorphic to Sa xi.

Finally, let us recall that the Whitehead torsion t(2IF/G, Si/G) is given

by
r(2IF/G, Si/G) = t(W¡G, SijG) + (-l)"^f(IF/G,

SJG)

(see §11 of [4]). Since « is even and the elements of Wh(G) are self-

conjugate, this implies that t(2vV¡G, Si/G)=0;

hence, 2IF/G is diffeo-

morphic to Si/GxI. Thus, using our previous results and the above
discussion, we have shown the
Proposition.
Let G be a finite group acting smoothly on S", «^6.
Suppose further that the action has finitely many fixed points with the action
free elsewhere. Then, if the elements of Wh(G) are self-conjugate, either
the action is equivariantly equivalent to a suspension of a free action on a
sphere of dimension n—l or else the "double" of G is. The latter case can
occur only when n is even and Wh(G) has elements of order 2.
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